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Gulf Islands Secondary School students (Sky Losier (Mayne), Keenan Nowak (Pender), Maia Beauvais (SSI), and Hannah James (SSI)) throw driftcards from Raincoast Conservation Society’s ship
Achiever. The cards will indicate where oil from a spill would spread. The youngsters put their own messages on the back. You can help, keep a look out for the cards and report them (story below).

Looking for Gulf Islands and East Vancouver Island customers? 
You’re looking at the newspaper to do it all. Call 1.250.216.2267 today!

Campbell River—Willow Point Village

South Duncan—Sun Valley Mall

Mill Bay—Island Highway @ Frayne Rd

Nanaimo—Crnr Island Hwy @ Hammond Bay Rd

Nanaimo—Hammond Bay Rd CO-OP

Nanaimo—Beaufort Centre 

Sidney—Beacon Avenue 

Duncan—Cowichan Commons Mall

Courtenay—Southgate Centre, Cliffe Avenue

Port Alberni—Shoppers Drugmart Plaza, 10th Ave

Parksville—Heritage Centre Mall

Nanaimo—South Parkway Plaza

Nanaimo—VI Conference Centre 

is at these SERIOUS COFFEE locations — look for the ‘Island Tides’ yellow boxes outside or racks inside!

On October 28, Raincoast Conservation
Foundation and Georgia Strait Alliance launched
the second phase of a new initiative to study the
potential spread of an oil spill in the waters around
southern Vancouver Island, the Gulf and San Juan
Islands, and along the Kinder Morgan oil tanker
route through the Salish Sea. 

The environmental groups were joined by high
school students from the Gulf Islands Secondary
School, and dropped hundreds of drift cards
(small pieces of plywood painted bright yellow) in
Boundary Pass and Haro Strait. The cards were
dropped along the oil tanker route in locations
where the risk of incidents is higher; they carry a
simple message—’this could be oil’.

This event is part of a larger study to produce a
series of maps that will improve our
understanding of the path oilspills might take and
how far spilled oil could travel. The first set of
drops took place in Vancouver Harbour on
October 24.

The October 28 cards were dropped from
Raincoast’s 68ft research vessel Achiever and
accompanying boats. Members of the public are
being asked to get involved in the project by
staying on the lookout for the driftcards on local
beaches and shores. Each driftcard has a unique
number identifying the exact time and location at
which it was dropped. Those finding the cards will
be able to help create maps of potential spill
trajectories by visiting a dedicated website,
www.SalishSeaSpillMap.org.

This project is in response to Kinder Morgan’s

proposal to twin its sixty-year-old Trans Mountain
pipeline, which will result in a 500% increase in oil
tanker traffic through the Salish Sea. The study
comes as BC and Federal Government documents
are highlighting that we are not prepared for a
spill, that liability cover is inadequate and that we
do not know how to deal with diluted bitumen in
the marine environment. Americans should be
concerned as BC’s oilspill preparedness lags far
behind that of Washington State.

‘The impacts from an oil spill anywhere in the
Salish Sea could be devastating to ecosystems and
communities on both sides of the border. We
share one coastline, one ocean and one climate,
and these are too precious to sacrifice for the sake
of fifty jobs in BC,’ said Alexandra Woodsworth,
Energy and Shipping Campaigner at Georgia
Strait Alliance.

The Salish Sea is a unique coastal environment,
already under stress from pollution and climate
change. It supports a huge variety of marine life,
including wild salmon, endangered killer whales
and hundreds of species of resident and migratory
birds.

‘The Salish Sea’s southern resident killer whales
are already endangered. The very real threat to this
small cross-border population of whales isn’t
worth the risk for a project with so little benefit to
the region. And all the spill kits in the world aren’t
going to help whales if they surface in the toxic
fumes of an oil spill,’ said Chris Genovali,
Executive Director of Raincoast Conservation
Foundation. 0

A massive new island is to be dredged out
of the Fraser River tidelands in order to
accommodate a container-port extension
of the existing Westshore Terminal at
Roberts Bank in Delta. That’s the plan put
forward by Port Metro Vancouver (PVM).

The Canadian Environmental
Assessment Agency has just closed a three-
week public comment period; part of
deciding whether an environmental
assessment of Roberts Bank Terminal 2
Project will be required.

The artificial island would be connected
to the existing coal and container port ( just
north of the Tsawwassen ferry terminal) by
an extension of the existing road and rail
causeway. It would occupy 115 hectares of
the tidelands, and would accommodate
three of the largest conceivable container
ships, berthed on a northwest-southeast
wharf roughly in line with the existing coal
loading berth. (This is the berth that sticks
out furthest into the Strait of Georgia. It is
served by the conveyor that was recently
damaged by an out-of-control coal bulk
carrier).

In total, the project would impact some
210 hectares of Roberts Bank fish and
wildlife habitat.
Container Port Expansion
Port Metro Vancouver CEO Robin Silvester

says that container traffic demand will
justify this new facility by the mid-2020s. 

However, Susan Jones of the Boundary
Bay Conservation Committee, says that
earlier plans for expansions at Centerm,
and possibly Vanterm, in Vancouver
Harbour would be cheaper and more
environmentally sensible, if this demand
materializes. She says that the demand
quoted by PMV to justify the construction
of this new industrial island was the highest
of any estimate available. She says that a
2008 market study carried out for the port
did not consider possible alternatives.

She also quotes the Department of
Fisheries and Oceans: ‘there was no
possible amount of mitigation projects they
could envisage that would compensate for
the environmental damage that T2 would
cause’.

Questions have also been raised as to
whether this new port expansion would be
used for containers, particularly if
anticipated demand did not occur. It has
been suggested that the new facility might
serve as a further extension of the
Westshore coal-loading facility, or possibly
even as a terminal for the proposed Kinder
Morgan Trans-Mountain twinned
bitumen pipeline from Edmonton. 0

Coal port expansion threatens Fraser
estuary - Patrick Brown

Look out for drift cards
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FULL MOON: SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 7:16AM 

AT FULFORD HARBOUR

Durable dock systems for
exposed locations
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Photo: Eric McLay

Grace Islet, First Nations burial ground in Ganges Harbour, Salt Spring Island
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In the heart of Victoria lies a peaceful sanctuary of century-
and-a-half-old gravestones and trees called the Pioneer
Square Cemetery, the ‘Old Burying Ground’ for pioneer

families. Currently underway are the respectful repairs of the
gravestones, paths and landscape. Meanwhile, just off Salt
Spring’s shores, Grace Islet, a tiny picturesque ancient Coast
Salish burial site amongst the ancient oaks and juniper, would
be desecrated by a residential development. 

In what some might say is a crass insult, British Columbia’s
Archaeology Branch chose Reconciliation Week (after a year
of deliberation) to extend a provincial heritage site alteration
permit to an Albertan businessman to build his luxury
waterfront vacation home atop this First Nations cemetery.  

The alteration permit enables the developer to build his
house over the burial islet on posts, with the intention of
‘preserving’ the ancient burial cairns underneath the house
footprint, patio decks and landscaping. This permit was issued
despite the strongest objections from many local Coast Salish
First Nations, including Chief Earl Jack of the Penalakut Tribe,
who called the proposed building atop the cemetery ‘a cynical
and vulgar notion’. 

Grace Islet had long been a recorded archaeological site,
part of the large ancient village of Shiya’hwt waht at the head
of Ganges Harbour. An archaeological assessment study
confirmed two separate locations of ancient human remains
on this very small (0.5 hectare) rocky islet and at least 15 other
burial cairn features amongst the camas lilies. 

Last July, Penelakut Tribe wrote a complaint to the Salt
Spring Island RCMP to investigate the property owner’s
reported bulldozing and clearance of the burial islet. The
Archaeology Branch staff confirmed the unmonitored land
clearance was in breach of existing permit conditions. In a
subsequent visit to Grace Islet, First Nations documented the
desecration, the vegetation and soils stripped to bedrock by use
of a small excavator, and several burial cairns left pedastalled
within the proposed house footprint. 

In a June letter to Minister Steve Thomson, Chief Jack
repeated his request for ‘upholding our customary laws, beliefs
and aboriginal rights to protect our ancestral dead from further
disturbance by private development at this burial islet.’ In
consideration of the whole islet as an ancient and historical First
Nation cemetery, he pleaded, ‘We believe this sacred place must
be publicly respected and preserved, not allowed by your
Ministry to be developed and desecrated.’ 

As archaeologist Eric McLay stated after the permit’s
issuance, ‘There is a perceived fundamental discrimination
against First Nations peoples in such bureaucratic decisions by
the Archaeology Branch: that First Nations people and their
deceased ancestors aren’t being treated like human beings, but
objects that can just be dug up, bulldozed and built over with
no consequences. The message sent to First Nations is that they
aren’t equal, that their heritage sites—even their cemeteries—
aren’t worth preserving, and don’t deserve respect, even long
after death.’

The Archaeology Branch director, Justine Batten, in a
written response on its interpretation of the Heritage
Conservation Act, states the goal is to conserve heritage ‘but in
a reasonable balance with other land uses.’ In contrast, one
wonders what an appropriate ‘balance’ of development in one
of Victoria’s pioneer cemeteries would be considered reasonable
by the Archaeology Branch? 

It is an important question: why First Nations burial sites
aren’t afforded the same level of respect, commemoration and
protection as non-aboriginal cemeteries in British Columbia?

Batten’s response was ‘Burial sites of ‘historical or
archaeological value’ are protected from damage or alteration
unless a heritage permit is issued to allow for alteration around
the site. In this instance the landowner had the requisite permit,
redesigned his house to ensure there would be no contact with
any of the rock features that are believed to be burial cairns and
a restrictive covenant will be registered on the certificate of title
to ensure future owners of the property have notice of the
presence of the site.’ Change ‘rock feature’ to ‘gravestone’ and
‘the site’ to ‘Pioneer Square Cemetery’ and Coast Salish peoples’
moral outrage becomes clear.

Batten states her mandate is ‘to achieve a compromise
acceptable to both that allows the development but protects the
contents of the archaeological site to the extent possible.’ At
Grace Islet, no compromise was acceptable to First Nations. As
Penelakut Elder and hereditary graveworker August Sylvester
stated, ‘This is a shmukw’elu—a cemetery—a place to take care
and avoid out of respect of the dead and their spirits.’ Batten’s
response is ‘if the protection sought is more than avoidance and
the desire is to preclude any alteration of the lands then
purchasing the property may be the best solution.’ 

The Penalakut Tribe had appealed to Minister Thomson last
year to assist in a purchase to preserve Grace Islet as a memorial
parkland or cemetery, but the province dismissed the request
due to lack of finances. Given the current lack of provincial
investment, the only recourse the First Nations would have then
is to buy back the burial site themselves, which in the case of
Grace Islet would be especially galling considering Coast Salish
people never relinquished title in the first place.

Yet, buying back a burial site is what the Musqueam First
Nation were recently forced to do at the Marpole village site in
Vancouver—another ironic Reconciliation Week
announcement. Wade Grant, councilor of Musqueam,
described his mixed feelings that this ancient village and burial
ground—long ago designated a National Historic Site—had to
be purchased with $4.8 million that they had received as part
of a separate accommodation payment from the Province for
other projects in Vancouver. As part of the sale agreement the
Province also provided $5.3 million directly to the property
owner for foregone development costs.

This purchase came after the Musqueam had exhausted all
other political extremes to protect the site from a proposed
$100 million condominium development. These includes
including a six month occupation of the site, a blockade of the
Arthur Laing Bridge, the lobbying of the Premier’s office, public
petitions, an intensive social media campaign, and countless
meetings and negotiations over a year. It ultimately required
goodwill to come to a successful agreement.  

Grant said the Musqueam attempted to implement Section
4 of the Heritage Conservation Act, a special enabling power
that the province could have used to protect the burial site, but
were unsuccessful. The province’s response to why they didn’t
use Section 4 was that, ‘A working group has been formed to
look at the feasibility of developing a mandate to implement
Section 4 of the Heritage Conservation Act. This work is not
completed and no Section 4 agreements have been developed
to date.’ 

Grant questions why ‘a 1,000-year-old Viking burial site is
declared a World UNESCO Heritage Site while a much older
Musqueam burial site is declared an inconvenience?’ For Grant,
the Marpole site in the heavily urbanized Vancouver location is
the ‘last undeveloped heritage site of our traditional Musqueam
culture—as much part of Canadian heritage as Viking sites.’ 

The Musqueam purchase is the latest in a series of high

www.islandtides.com

Another Burial Ground - Briony Penn

BURIAL GROUND, please turn to page 9
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LAND ACT: 
NOTICE OF INTENTION

TO APPLY FOR A
DISPOSITION OF

CROWN LAND

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Take notice that Fernando
Augusto Simoes Dos Santos
and Tammy Louise Rustad Dos
Santos has applied to the
Ministry of Forests, Lands and
Natural Resource Operations
(MFLNRO), West Coast Region
for a Specific Permission for
Private Moorage and a
Geothermal Loop situated on
Provincial Crown land located at
Saltspring Island/vicinity of
Ganges Harbour. 
The Lands File Number that has

been established for this
application is File # 1414170 &
1414171. Written comments
concerning this application
should be directed to the Section
Head, Ministry of Forests, Lands
and Natural Resour ce
Operations at 142 - 2080 Labieux
Rd, Nanaimo, BC, V9T 6J9, or
emailed to:
AuthorizingAgency.Nanaimo@
gov.bc.ca. Comments will be
received by MFLNRO until
December 11, 2013. MFLNRO
may not be able to consider
comments received after this
date. Please visit our website:
http://arfd.gov.bc.ca/Application
Posting/index.jsp for more
information. 
Be advised that any response to
this advertisement will be
considered part of the public
record. For information, contact
the Freedom of Information
Advisor at the Ministry of
Forests, Lands and Natural
Resource Operation’s of fice in
Nanaimo.

LAND ACT: 
NOTICE OF INTENTION

TO APPLY FOR A
DISPOSITION OF

CROWN LAND
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Take notice that Margaret
Manson Johnston has applied
to the Ministry of Forests, Lands
and Natural Resour ce
Operations (MFLNRO), W est
Coast Region for a Specific
Permission for Private Moorage
- Private Moorage, situated on
Provincial Crown land located at
Saltspring Island/vicinity of
Southey Point.

The Lands File Number that
has been established for this
application is File # 1414173.
Written comments concerning
this application should be
directed to the Section Head,
Ministry of Forests, Lands and
Natural Resource Operations at
142-2080 Labieux Rd, Nanaimo,
BC, V9T 6J9, or emailed to:
AuthorizingAgency.Nanaimo@
gov.bc.ca. 
Comments will be received by

MFLNRO until December 12,
2013. MFLNRO may not be able
to consider comments received
after this date. Please visit our
website:
http://arfd.gov.bc.ca/Applicatio
nPosting/index.jsp for more
information.
Be advised that any r esponse

to this advertisement will be
considered part of the public
record. For information,   contact
the Freedom of Information
Advisor at the Ministry of
Forests, Lands and Natural
Resource Operation’s of fice in
Nanaimo.

Okay, maybe this is not really the beginning of the end.
I think the beginning of the end may have been last
spring when some of the Conservative back-benchers

had the temerity to complain publicly that they were being
deprived of their right to free speech. And Brent Rathgeber, MP
from Edmonton, was even braver and decided the Conservative
caucus had strayed so far from the principles he thought it
represented that he walked to sit on the other side of the House.
In fact, my little corner of MPs from smaller parties and
independents is growing steadily. 

And, it is always possible, that it will not be the ‘end’ because
Stephen Harper will reach down deep and find some way to re-
establish his vice-like grip on power, on control of all of his
caucus in the House and in the Senate. But it feels
like the beginning of the end.

Stephen Harper has lost the ability to
maintain plausible deniability. His days of
having an endless number of deeply loyal
underlings, prepped for ritual sacrifice, is
over. It cannot be fun to be a Harper
loyalist. If anything goes wrong, you are
supposed to take the blame, leave with
your reputation in tatters, while the Prime
Minister makes all those sanctimonious
noises about his high ethical standards. To
be blunt, his habit of throwing people under
the bus has become too obvious. And as
Conservative Senator Hugh Segal said the other day,
‘At some point you start running out of buses and running out
of people.’

The three disgraced senators had one thing in common—
Stephen Harper hand-picked them. As some Conservative MPs
from the back-benches grumbled to me the other day, ‘They
weren’t even Conservatives.’ (A point I had missed, but one that
contributes to the backbench list of grievances. After all, they
got elected with a promise that Harper would not appoint
senators. Instead, he has stacked the Senate.)

Pamela Wallin and Mike Duffy were recruited by Harper so
that they could fill the coffers of the Conservative Party at
fundraising dinners where their celebrity status would sell
tickets. Neither of them lived in the province of their birth; both
were appointed as though they did. Brazeau was desirable as a
senator so Harper could use him to lay waste to any First
Nations spokesperson making his administration
uncomfortable. It was Brazeau that PMO made the point person
to attack Chief Teresa Spence when she was on a hunger strike.
It was Brazeau who was contemptuous of her concerns. Who
better than a First Nations Senator?

Back in December 2012, trouble started to brew over the
claims for Duffy’s Ottawa housing allowance. Reporters
wondered about Duffy’s claim that he lived in PEI. Photos
appeared in the Charlottetown Guardian of Duffy’s cottage with

snow piled high, no shovelled path or foot prints in sight. By
February 2013, the local Guardian reported when Mike Duffy
asked the provincial health authority to fast track a health card
for him. Prince Edward Island is not the kind of place where
such shenanigans remain anonymous.

And that was the beginning of Harper’s Duffy headache.
With Duffy’s expense claims under the microscope, Pamela
Wallin’s were next. And then, Brazeau’a assault charges added
to the manifestly obvious point that he was not Senate material. 

At first, just as he did initially for Bev Oda and Helena
Guergis and so many others, Stephen Harper defended his
Senate trio. He claimed he had reviewed Wallin’s expenses and

there was nothing out of the ordinary. But as the mess
wouldn’t go away, he started distancing himself and

then denouncing them. 
By May 2013, news leaked out that

Duffy’s claim that he had borrowed money
to pay back wrongly claimed funds was
false; that he had received a personal
cheque from $90,000 from the Prime
Minister’s Chief of Staff Nigel Wright.
Always claiming he had known nothing
about it, the Prime Minister at first

defended Wright (although such a
payment to a public official is illegal), saying

Wright was motivated only to save the
taxpayers’ resources. Then he said Nigel Wright

took full responsibility and resigned. Now he says
Nigel Wright was fired.

The stories are unravelling faster than those of us who are
watching closely can keep track of. Which version of the story is
now being peddled? The most explosive allegations from Duffy,
Wallin and Brazeau have been launched since the House
returned after this fall’s prorogation. 

Stephen Harper made an error, a potentially fatal error. With
his party’s convention looming, he ordered his majority in the
Senate to pass a rush to judgement—a summary execution—
that all three Senators be suspended without pay for two years.
I oppose such a move, not because I want to defend these three,
but because our system is based on due process, the
presumption of innocence and respect for natural justice.

The Prime Minister’s political miscalculation was that he
forced their hands, and the Senators fought back, sharing details
of just how deeply he, his staff and the Conservative party were
part of a concerted effort to orchestrate the handling of the
scandal. 

As Andrew Coyne wrote following the first of Duffy’s
speeches in the Senate: ‘Well, that was edifying. The
Conservative government and one of its senators would appear
to have spent the better part of the last year discreetly
blackmailing each other. Now they are doing so openly.’ 

It couldn’t get more sordid. 0

Texada Islanders filled the community hall October 19 to
hear Dr Frank James MD discuss the health implications
of the proposal to transport low-grade Wyoming coal

from the Surrey-Fraser Docks to Texada by barge for stockpiling
at the Lafarge facility prior to reloading for shipment to
China.

Dr James is a family physician, and is the
Health Officer for San Juan County,
Washington. He is also a Clinical Associate
Professor of Public Health at the
University of Washington. 

Dr James is one of the founding
members of the Whatcom Docs, a
group of over 200 Whatcom County
physicians who are deeply concerned
about the health and safety impacts of
the proposed Cherry Point coal shipping
terminal and are calling for an
independent Health Impact Assessment of
the project including the impacts of
transporting coal through residential areas.

Dr James spoke of the decision of this diverse
group of local doctors to read and review all of the
published peer-reviewed scientific papers having to do with the
impacts, if any, of coal dust on human health. The doctors
located 400 such papers, published in reputable scientific
journals. They were surprised to discover that everyone of these
papers, with no exceptions, concluded that there were
measurable negative impacts on human health from exposure
to coal dust. The shape of the graphs indicate that, as with
tobacco, there is no safe threshold level of exposure.

A number of the title pages of these articles, showing which
journals they were published in, were displayed on the
projection screen, and we were encouraged to read these articles
for ourselves. The health issues were shown in outline form on
the projection screen and discussed by Dr James. 

He said he felt it was unfortunate that none of the workers
from LaFarge, none of their family members, no one from the
Steelworkers Union, and none of the managers at Texada
Quarry were in the audience, as the evening could then have

been more productive. All those present seemed to concur with
this sentiment. Concern was expressed by audience members
for the health of those who will be handling the coal, who will
be at even greater risk of negative health impacts than the

community at large.
Dr James encouraged us to express our
support for our Provincial Health Officers

who have called for a full health impact
assessment before any decision is

made to approve, or not to approve
the expanded coal handling and
storage area on Texada. Further,
Dr James encouraged us to insist
that such an assessment be
conducted—reaffirming that this
is a reasonable request for

Texada residents to make. He
explained that the assessment

would need to include modelling of
the environmental, geographical and

weather-related conditions pertaining to
the proposed transport and storage. 

Dr James stated his view that it would take
twelve to eighteen months for a full independent health impact
assessment to be prepared. Certainly not the two-week time
frame advocated by Surrey-Fraser Docks!

Dr James suggested that, as our lives become more difficult
in the future that is unfolding, we would do well to remain firm
in our island values of caring for each other and functioning as
a close community. We thank Dr James for accepting our
invitation to speak with us.

The Whatcom Docs Position Statement on Coal Shipments
to Cherry Point is at www.communitiesandcoal.com. The health
concerns are listed in outline form, and the reader is referred to
the appendices for more detailed explanations. 

The position statement is signed by 171 doctors, whose
names may be viewed. Three key references, with links, are
supplied: American Heart Association Statement; American
Lung Association Statement; and Whatcom Docs Review of
Peer-Reviewed Medical Literature. 0

The beginning of the end of Harper’s
iron rule - Elizabeth May

Coal dust health issues reviewed on Texada - John Wood

Dr James said
that coal dust particles finer

than 2.5 microns are not stopped
by the human respiratory filtration

mechanisms. They pass right through,
clog up the lungs, attach themselves to
blood cells, and clog up the arteries;
causing heart attacks and strokes.

Particles of this size are
produced by coal dust and

diesel exhaust.

‘To be blunt,
his habit of throwing

people under the bus has
become too obvious. And as

Conservative Senator Hugh
Segal said the other day, ‘At
some point you start running

out of buses and running
out of people.’

Last November Mid Island Sustainability & Stewardship
Initiative (MISSI) celebrated it’s fifth anniversary and was
preparing for its December AGM. ‘Basking in our success as
Nanaimo became the first city in the world to embrace
sustainable development by proclaiming ‘A Day For Our
Common Future,’ according to Laurie Gourlay, former, and
incoming, president of MISSI.

A year later MISSI is planning to take its success Island-
wide. ‘We’ll be looking for a repeat proclamation this year in
Nanaimo,’ says Gourlay, who’s coming out of retirement to
again lead the non-profit society. ‘And we’ll be inviting all
municipal and regional governments on Vancouver Island to
also proclaim ‘A Day For Our Common Future’.

MISSI plans to adapt its mandate for sustainability and
stewardship, adopting a new name appropriate to its new
goals—the Vancouver Island and Coast Conservation Society
(VICCS).

‘We’ll still attend to the campaigns we’ve been advancing:
the Nanaimo River and local aquifers, the National Marine
Conservation Area for the Island’s south-east coast, and the
Trans Canada Trail connections,’ says Gourlay, ‘while we
nurture and host a couple of bold Island-wide initiatives until
they leave the nest next June, during Canadian Environment
Week.’

Over the next half-year the non-profit Society expects to
identify representatives from all sectors, to form an ‘Island
Roundtable on the Environment and Economy’. ‘The Island
Roundtable will be solutions-focused, timely and looking for
deliverables specific to each sector—and for Vancouver Island.’

‘The Society has agreed to host a six-month campaign to re-
issue an 1885 VI stamp,’ adds Scott Akenhead, MISSI’s
outgoing president, ‘along with a broad and open public
discussion about the potential for Vancouver Island being
declared the 11th Province of Canada (www.viprovince.ca).’ 

MISSI sees Vancouver Island challenged by climate change,
water and food security issues, along with an increasing
population, requiring many important decisions about
sustainability and stewardship. ‘It’s both a critical and an
exciting time in the future of Vancouver Island,’ says Gourlay.
‘And we want to be partners in finding the solutions that will
serve Vancouver Island and the coast.’

MISSI will be holding a day-long public meeting to discuss
its plans on Saturday, November 16, 10am-4pm, at the Cedar
Heritage Centre, 1655 MacMillan Road. 0

MISSI going Vancouver
Island-wide as VICCS
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Island Tides phone number has changed to 1-250-216-2267
Please make a note of it!

Salt Spring Emergency Centre
Dear Editor:
The Board of Fire Trustees thanks all the citizens of Salt Spring
Island who came out and voted on the referendum concerning
the New Emergency Centre. The message was clear that the
design and costs of the proposed centre were too great for the
majority of voters. The Board is unanimous in its commitment
to continue with a unified focus, and both to re-design and to
work toward acquiring the funds for a New Fire Hall that meets
the needs of our island and is acceptable to our rate payers.

We would also like to extend a huge thank you to those who
supported us and worked so very hard with us to present the
facts in straightforward, honest and ethical manner. In the
tradition of Salt Spring as a community of co-operation, the
Board and our Firefighters remain dedicated to the safety of all
Salt Springers and our visitors.

Salt Spring Island Fire District Board of Trustees

A Matter of Choice
A version of this letter was sent to the members of the BC
Utilities Commission as a Letter of Comment to the BC Hydro
Smart Meter Choices Program, British Columbia Hydro and
Power Authority Application for Approval of Charges Related
to Meter Choices Program proceedings.
I have refused wireless-transmitting electricity meters to be
installed on my property because I have a fundamental right to
decide what types and methods of information transmission
occurs at my residence and I urge you to uphold those rights
and freedoms by rejecting BC Hydro’s onerous ’Smart Meter
Choices’ program. 

BC Hydro have failed, at their representatives own
admission, to assure me that smart meter transmitters could
not and would not be used to gather and transmit other
information in addition to electricity consumption at some
point in the future. 

No corporation, government agency or any entity
whatsoever has the right to surveil me, my family or my
property in general. This is as far as I am concerned an issue of
privacy and basic human rights. BC Hydro as a publicly owned
utility, of all corporations, should respect these rights and
freedoms of choice. 

I respectfully refer you to Sections 7 and 8 of the Canadian
Charter of Rights and Freedoms, specifically: Liberty: ‘the right
has been extended to include the
power to make important personal
choices’; Security of the person:
‘which consists of rights to privacy of
the body and its health’; and the
Reasonable expectation of privacy,
‘Everyone has the right to be secure
against unreasonable search or
seizure’.

While I realize that this has not
stood the test of case law I would
personally maintain that installing a
permanent transmitter on my
dwelling is ‘unreasonable' by way of it
being unnecessary to perform a
function already adequately provided
by an analogue meter. As clearly
demonstrated by the lengths I have
gone thus far to retain my analogue
meter I would most certainly count
this as an ‘important personal choice’.
And there is no doubt that a round-
the-clock transmitter attached to my
home violates my rights and the rights
of my family to 'privacy of the body’.

The proposed $35 a month charge
for customers who prefer an analogue
meter to monitor their electricity
consumption is an onerous
proposition that borders on extortion and seems designed to
add financial pressure to bring those not willing to have ‘smart’
meters installed into line, rather than reflect the true cost of
reading analogue meters.

In this day and age it would surely be a negligible expense
to establish an online, self-reporting system for analogue meter
owners. A regular reminder-email and a web portal that
explained the meter reading process and provided a page to
enter your customer ID and then the current meter reading
could easily feed that information into BC Hydro’s billing data
systems.If consumption seemed out-of-step with historic or
general usage patterns a meter reader could be dispatched to
check in-person as required.

I urge you to uphold the basic rights and freedoms of choice
and privacy that citizens of a modern democracy are due and
refuse BC Hydro’s proposal to charge analogue meter owners

a fee to retain their analogue meters. It is the corporation’s
responsibility to absorb the cost of doing business in a
responsible, respectful and honourable manner, not the
customer’s responsibility to pay for their infractions.

In so much as I am a customer of BC Hydro, need I remind
them through your commission that a basic tenet of business
is that the ‘customer is always right’? And I remind your
commission that as an agency of the Government of British
Columbia you are in effect public servants tasked with acting
in the public interest. In this case, the public interest demands
that charter rights trump an unnecessary change in technology.

Respectfully and with faith in your integrity.
Philip Stone, Quadra Island

The Benefits are Local The Costs
Global

Dear Editor:
Just last week, the North Cowichan Climate Change Advisory
Committee, in opposition to the recommendation from
municipal planners, asked their council not to proceed with a
plan for housing development on 20% of Echo Heights forest
in Chemainus.

Council’s historical difficulty deciding whether to develop all
or some of the Echo Heights forest—beyond the issue of
preserving a scarce ecosystem—can be understood by asking
one simple question: who profits and who pays the cost of
economic damage caused by releasing greenhouse gases into
our atmosphere?   

On the profit side, converting 20% of forest to housing is an
easy calculation.  The municipality will get about $7 million by
selling housing lots. This money could fund other worthy
projects, or be used to lower taxes—both reasonable goals.  

But the economic costs of greenhouse gases released when
you destroy a forest in order to expand urban sprawl is, to say
the least, a more murky calculation.  Let me try.

The BC government presently charges municipalities a
direct cost of $25 per tonne of carbon dioxide that exceeds their
stated goal of carbon neutrality. Destroying 20% of this forest
will increase carbon emissions by about 1,000 tonnes per year,
so this development would have a direct carbon emission cost
of $25,000 ($25 x 1,000 tonnes).  

But importantly, indirect costs of carbon emissions are
certainly much greater than this amount. For example, damage
from Hurricane Sandy in New York last year was $70 billion
and other costs keep piling up—flooding in Calgary, droughts
in America’s farm belt, rising oceans destroying farmland in
Bangladesh and on and on.  

We pay these costs indirectly through higher home
insurance rates, international aid
money to areas impacted by global
warming, higher food prices, and in
ways not even recognized as a cost of
climate change –like $10 million for
new dikes on Beverly and Lakes Roads.
From what I read, these costs could be
10 times the government’s price of $25
per tonne.  

Importantly, citizens of the world
pay most of these costs, not citizens of
North Cowichan. You don’t agree?
Well, ask some homeowner in New
York State if climate change has a cost
when he has seen his house value fall to
near zero due from damage from
flooding caused by unusual storms and
rising ocean levels.  

This dilemma of obvious direct
profits from development but less
obvious costs from climate change is
why individuals, and governments, are
not acting more vigorously to reduce
carbon emissions.

That’s a pity—not because I am
some eco-freak that opposes any and all
development.  But because ignoring
impacts of climate change means that
when a random massive storm

eventually hits our community, the cost to North Cowichan
citizens may be huge.  As I write this, CBC news is reporting a
‘storm of the century’ in England.

Remember, overland flooding due to climate change is
considered an act of God and so we can’t get home insurance
to protect ourselves from that cost. The irony is that, really,
insurance companies have got it wrong—carbon emissions are
an act of humans.

Peter Nix, Maple Bay

A New Life For Riverview
Dear Editor:
In ‘Reopening Riverview Hospital not the answer,’ ( Island
Tides October 24) Bev Gulray and Marina Morrow make good
points, many of which would be answered with the reopening
of a new Riverview as a mental-health-care community. It’s

Denman Doesn’t Get It
Dear Editor:
In his recent open letter to Denman and Hornby residents
regarding the proposed cable ferry, BC Ferries CEO Mike
Corrigan, admits that Denman/Hornby’s present ferry service,
with MV Quinitsa, is ‘working just fine now’ and that residents
might have difficulty understanding why BCFC would want to
convert our service to a cable ferry. He is correct—we do not
understand.

With the cost of the cable ferry now approaching $45 million,
about double the original estimates of $24 million, it will soon
equal the cost of building a conventional 50-car ferry. BCFC is
also seriously considering a rebuild of the MV Tenaka. Part of the
original business case for the cable ferry was the financial
advantage of not having to replace this versatile vessel. 

Mr Corrigan offers his personal ‘endorsement’ and ‘support’
of the cable ferry project as if this should reassure islanders. Mr
Corrigan and members of ‘his team’ will not have an experimental
cable ferry as their primary transportation option imposed on
them for four decades. In fact there is scant likelihood of Mr
Corrigan or his ‘team’ seeing more than ten years of this project’s
life as employees of BCFerries, while our communities will be
held hostage to their service plans long after they are gone.

BCFC’s inter-operability plan makes every kind of sense for all
our communities and does offer sensible long-term options for
change as needed. On Denman Island, BCFC is looking at creating
a one-off project affecting two Island communities—the world’s
longest cable ferry—which flies in the face of BCFC’s own inter-
operability plan. This makes no sense financially or practically.

How could it have come about that BCFC executives can
forge ahead with a project that is utterly rejected by the
communities it will affect, yet ‘provincial oversight’ (which as
Mr Corrigan himself has pointed out, BCFC is guided by)
completely fails to respond to the concerns of the provincial
taxpayers affected.  2000 Denman/Hornby and other local
ferry users signatures have been gathered on a five-point
petition, which will soon be presented to Minister of
Transportation Todd Stone. Minister Stone should regard the
petition as a referendum on the cable ferry project. Will the
minister and the provincial government listen? 

BCFC’s denial of our island community’s rejection of the
project should serve as a warning to all ferry serviced coastal
communities. BCFC (or Minister Stone?) will soon roll out the
plan to reduce service to our coastal communities.
Denman/Hornby’s experience with the cable ferry proposal will
be mirrored in every coastal community, they will come and they
will talk and they will not listen. The community concerns raised
at public ‘consultations’ about service levels, technical concerns,
and the needs for local, vibrant, economies which must have
affordable, dependable ferry service will be water through a sieve. 

Ferry Commissioner Gord Macatee said in his recent review
of BCFC: ‘There does not appear to be a long-term vision for
coastal ferry services nor any forecast of long-term demand.’
Minister Stone recently said that he has a ‘new vision’ for BC
Ferries. Being from an Interior riding where the free inland ferries
are an extension of the highways, coastal communities can only
hope that Stone will deliver provincial support for the vital role
that all ferries play in the lives of all BC residents.

Laura Pope, Denman Island 

LETTERS, please turn to page 10

Senate Scandal
First it’s Duffy, then it’s Wallen,
Mulcair hootin‘ , media hollerin‘.
No talk now of Triple-E’s,
Now the problem’s unpaid fees.
Who are these sober second-thoughters
Who cast their bread upon the waters
To come back cake—or so they thought
Before their high-priced claims were caught?
Sure, something happened on the way
When politics  came into play
The leading role. So now the Senate
Has more than one bad mark agin it.

The best laid plans of mice and men
Go oft agley - time and again.
Those small goofs often spring a leak
That escalates up to the peak,
Where Harper sits in all his glory
And telling quite a different story.
So who did what, and what to who? -
I must confess I have no clue;
How lucky can Canadians be
To get such entertainment free!

—H.Barry Cotton

The Salt Spring Emergency
Centre Referendum was defeated 

by 1604 votes to 1018
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Island Tides reaches all these islands in the Salish
Sea

‘Herbs From The Hedgerows &

Beyond’—full of useful

information on how to grow,

shelter and forage for herbs

and beneficial wild plants 

Sunday, November 17
Galiano Library at 3pm 

Galiano Island Books
Book Launch

Islands’ Theatre
Pender’s Solstice Theatre is just about ready

to ‘break a leg’ again. This fall’s production is 37 Postcards by
Michael McKeever. Julia Reihling is again directing and the
usual suspects will be backstage and onstage, along with some
new talent. 

After eight years of traveling abroad, Avery Sutton is coming
home. Home, to the warmth and comfort of his family.
Unfortunately, things aren’t quite as comfortable as Avery

remembers. For starters, the house, poised on the edge of a sink
hole, sits at a distinct angle. The dog hasn’t been fed in five years.
And Aunt Ester is running a profitable phone-sex operation out
of the kitchen. 

Oddly enough, Mom and Dad seem happily oblivious to all 

of this, as well as the fact that Avery's 97-year-old
Grandmother is still alive and living in their home. 37

Postcards shows that you can, in fact, go home again. You just
never know what you’re going to find. (see ‘What’s On?’ page 11
and ad page 2 for showtime details).

Meanwhile on Mayne, Brian Crumblehulme is embarking
on on the production of a new play by Eve Ensler written for
teenaged girls. Six Gulf Islands Secondary School students have
been cast. The production will be tour the Southern Gulf Islands
and Salt Spring next March and April.

Show & Tell About Coastal Beauty 
Laurie McBride was long-time head and co-founder of the
Georgia Strait Alliance. Since retiring from that role she has
been communicating the beauty she sees in the natural world
through photography.

She has a show this month at the Centre Gallery on Gabriola.
Many of the images come from Laurie’s years of boating on the

BC coast, from Gabriola to the wilds of the central and north
coast. Other photos speak of the beauty found closer to home,
in the natural environment and wildlife of Gabriola. 

Combining narrative and image, each print is accompanied
by Laurie’s informative and heartfelt reflections on the
experience behind the photo, resulting in a compelling blend of
narrative and image. ‘As an environmentalist,’ Laurie says, ‘I’m
well aware of the fragile state of life on our planet. But I’m not
willing to accept despair. I hope that my photographs can help

fuel people’s passion for our amazing coast and, ultimately, for
the whole wonderful web of life on earth.’

On The Road
In February, Island Tides will take a different route to your
mailboxes. Canada Post’s new Pacific Processing Plant will open
at Vancouver Airport. Our press in Coquitlam, will take 14,666
copies of Island Tides to the new 700,000 sq ft facility there.
Two older Lower Mainland processing plants will close. 

The idea is that, as so much of Canada Post’s business is now
parcels, proximity to the airport, along with state of the art
processing equipment, will speed delivery.

All mail and parcels for BC and the Yukon will now transit
through Vancouver. The Sea Island facility will be one of three
international facilities in Canada. 

New Book About Wild Plants & Herbs
~ Suzanne Fournier

Amid concerns about food security and preserving biodiversity,
a timely new Galiano Island book offers a comprehensive guide
to nurturing and foraging for beneficial wild plants and herbs. 

Herbs from the Hedgerows
and Beyond is written by
Galiano gardener and educator
Adrienne Gregory and
beautifully illustrated with
watercolour botanical paintings
by Galiano artist Janice
Prevedoros. 

The book is teeming with tips
about often-overlooked herbs
and plants that have a myriad of
medicinal and culinary uses. 

‘Hedgerows are those places
at the edge of forests, beside roadways, on streambanks, in small
fields or meadows, or on vacant lots, waste places or ditches,’
writes Gregory. Foraging for wild plants, leaving areas of the
garden in a natural state and growing beneficial plants all are
ways to encourage biodiversity while feeding and helping to
heal, she says in her book. 

Packed with ‘herb snippets,’ recipes and even a detailed
guide to mixing and making herbal teas, this book will likely
become an indispensable reference guide. 

Available at Galiano Books and eventually other Gulf Islands
locations, the book is also an ideal gift for Gulf Islands residents
and visitors. Setting aside natural areas in gardens, or looking
to unexpected places for plants with medicinal and nutritional
properties, is a skill all of us can develop after taking the wisdom
in this book to heart. (See advertisement this page.) 0

Greg Nicholls, Barb Pender and Joyce Davies (seated) welcome
home their wandering offspring in 37 Postcards.

Laurie McBride (centre) chats with Elizabeth Beale at her exhibition
on Gabriola. Tawny Capon and Dirk Huyman discuss the show.

Round The Islands

New Prosperity mine update
On Oct 31, the Federal Review Panel reviewing the proposed New Prosperity
Gold-Copper Mine Project released their environmental assessment report as
submitted to Minister Leona Aglukkaq, federal Minister of the Environment.

Councillor Marilyn Baptiste, Secretary-Treasurer of the Union of BC Indian
Chiefs (UBCIC) stated ‘We are victorious! The Panel listened to the
Government of Canada’s scientists and experts and came to the conclusion
that the concentration of contaminants of concern in Teztan Biny and Nabas
would be considerably larger than Taseko’s predictions. The Panel listened to
us and formally determined the project would ‘adversely affect’ the Title and
Rights for the Tsilhqot’in and Secwepemc. What a win for us.’

UBCIC President, Grand Chief Stewart Phillip said, ‘The fundamental issue
before the Panel was the environmental integrity of Teztan Biny and the whole
of the watershed. Taseko attempted to swing and swing again throughout the
process to convince the panel the project should be primarily judged on the
potential jobs it would generate. It is not about jobs. It is about water and fish.’

‘First Nations are standing by for what happens next,’ said Chief Bob
Chamberlin, Vice-President of the Union of BC Indian Chiefs. ‘If Minister
Aglukkaq decides to recommend federal government approval of this project
it will potentially lead to a long and bitter court challenge and community-
based campaigns. The UBCIC will follow the lead and will always stand with
the Tsilhqot’in and Secwepemc.’
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New union, Unifor, is raising grave concerns about the
sweeping changes to the Canada Labour Code that are
being presented in the omnibus Federal Budget
Implementation Bill, C-4.

The proposed amendments, buried deep within the
bill, would: weaken the right to refuse unsafe work;
allow employers to discipline workers not carrying out
dangerous work; unilaterally determine what
constitutes essential services; weaken protections for
laid-off workers and make a number of other
destructive changes. The proposed legislative changes
would also take away the independence of arbitration
boards, which are frequently charged with determining
public sector contracts.

‘Longstanding labour legislation is being gutted,
shrouded in yet another giant omnibus budget bill that
has little to do with the real budget,’ said Unifor
National President Jerry Dias. ‘The proposed changes
to the federal labour code would make the health and
safety rules in federally-regulated sectors such as rail,
airlines, the worst in the entire country and turn the
clock back decades.’ 

Federally regulated sectors include marine
shipping, ferry and port services, air transportation,
railway and road transportation that involves crossing
provincial or international borders, canals, pipelines,
tunnels and bridges (crossing provincial borders),
telecommunications, radio and television
broadcasting, grain elevators, feed and seed mills,
uranium mining and processing and a number of other
areas dealing with First Nations activities and
protecting the fisheries as a natural resource.

‘There is a direct relationship between worker and
public safety. That the government would make these
dangerous changes just months after the Lac-Mégantic

crash tragedy is incredible. The government should
look to strengthen health and safety provisions, not
destroy them.’

Dias also raised the concern about the Conservative
government’s repeated use of omnibus bills to radically
change legislation; everything from the deeply flawed
changes to the Temporary Foreign Worker Program to
the Navigable Waters Protection Act , which
eliminated the protection of thousands of lakes and
waterways, he says. ‘Anything and everything ends up
on the chopping block through these federal budget
bills.

‘There can be no doubt that this bill is part of a
broader attack on Canadian workers,’ said Dias, calling
on the government to withdraw the bill. ‘We must ask,
what exactly is the goal of weakening health and safety
laws and collective bargaining rights for Canadian
workers?’

The federal government has also repeatedly hidden
behind private members bills to attack Canadian
workers and the unions that represent them—such as
through Bills C-377 and C-525, he says.

Unifor represents approximately 80,000 workers
in federally regulated sectors who would be affected by
the health and safety changes to the Canada Labour
Code. The union was formed this past Labour Day
weekend, with the joining together of the Canadian
Auto Workers Union and the Communications,
Energy and Paperworkers Union. 0

New union raises the alarm about Bill C-4
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The Postmistress’ Fantasy
The postmistress reading her paperback book
is not very mindful of sales.
She’s reading of creatures who dwell on the earth
and finds none that are larger than whales.

She’s fond of the whales out there at The Point, 
and she pauses to dream of their beauty.
[A man at the counter is lost in her haze
of otters and sunshine and whale-blown sprays
and children at fort-building work on the shore
and whale song heard at the ocean’s deep core –
for she’s far from the reaches of Duty.]

‘I’d really be happy and joy-filled,’ she says 
(to herself) ‘if I had a large yacht. 
I could sit on the deck in the soft summer breeze.
I could anchor or sail to wherever I please.
I could swim with the whales in the greeny-blue seas. 
and the whales could swim there … with me.’ 

She smiles.  She dreams of their sculptural forms
and their effortless, magical motion
as they rise, like new poems, up out of the deep
to play on the surface of ocean. 

Oh Freedom!’ she says, ‘Sweet Freedom to be
just as they are – no postal commotion!
They leap from sheer joy clean out of the sea.
They feed in the kelp-fields, wandering free. 
They swim slowly past, seeing both you and me,
Thinking, ‘Why aren’t YOU here in the ocean?’’

The postmistress dreams….
‘Why aren’t I out there in the ocean?’
With gestures quite modest she takes off her clothes
and folds each garment with care.
‘I will need snug clothing when I return’, she remarks,
from the water, all tingling and bare.’

She climbs down the rocks (quite shaky it’s true).
And she makes for the cliff edge (not easy to do).
She finds, at last, she can ease herself in
and swim the cold waters to greet them.

She likes the clear water and feels the thrill
of seeing—from somewhere far out, dark and still
the whole happy pod swim and dive. 
And then, joyful, she sees them arrive!
They greet her, and one slows down gently … till slack,
then adjusts so that she can climb up on his back –
which, quite calmly, she sets out to do…

when a throat-being-cleared just catches her ear
and a man at the counter is suddenly near!
Faster than you can say ‘Oh!’ … or think the word ‘Knife’, 
she’s there, high and dry, in her regular life. 

She’s plain down-to-earth, and drily she says:
‘Good morning.  Is there something you wish for?’
He smiles and says: ‘It’s three-thirty P.M.
and it’s stamps I’ve come here to fish for.’
The postmistress lays down her paperback book
and bustles to where all the stamps are.
‘The truth is,’ she says, ‘it’s been so busy here
the day’s been like lightning or far worse I fear
till I’m harried and hustled and so truly worn
that I’d swear at this moment it’s still early morn.’

She hands him his stamps as he stares at her woes 
(and he grins more jeerly than’s decent).
Then he pays her, and thanks her. And off he goes.                  

The postmistress sighs, surveying her world. 
She looks at post-boxes crowded with mail 
and Xpress post packages ready for sale.
She looks at her stamps and her scales.
But her heart is elsewhere….
Her heart looks beyond all the things in that room –
to her life in the ocean … with whales. 

Robin Mathews

Photo: Luke Ramsey

The islands were dogged by dense fog day-after-day in October but you did not have to get very high to catch a spectacular view of it. This one is from
Pender, over Plumper Sound with Mayne peeking through on the left, Saturna in the middle distance, and Mount Baker on the horizon.

Bill Vinton & Sheri Farinha (left and right) swap Communities To Protect Our Coast T-shirts with Rainbow
Warrior skipper, Joel Stewart, during the Greenpeace ship’s Open House at Victoria Inner Harbour on
Sunday, October 19.

The Parksville group is holding a ‘Stand Up For Our Coast evening on November 20th, 7-9pm at
Parksville Civic Centre. Keynote speaker is Andrew Weaver.

BC Ferries is in an affordability spiral. But if public
investment in the coastal ferry system were increased
to a level comparable to investment in the rest of BC’s

transportation infrastructure, the ferry system would not
be in crisis.

This is the major point of the submission to
the BC Provincial Government Budget 2014
Consultations from the Ferry Advisory
Committee Chairs (FACC), who
represent routes carrying 9.6 million
passengers per year.

The FACC asks the government to
‘review and adjust’ its plans so as to
increase government financial budgets,
both operating and capital, for the minor
route ferry services. Inadequate allocations
over the past ten years have led to increasing
fares and decreasing traffic—the ‘crisis’.

Creating Coastal Prosperity
The FACC emphasizes that the prosperity of coastal BC
depends on transportation, like any other region of the
province. Comparable public transportation investment on
the coast means investing in the ferry system. 

Obviously, the province considers the present level of
public investment is reasonable. But the ferry system is in
financial trouble.  The FACC asks, ‘Why?’ and goes on to
provide answers and suggest solutions.

The sustainability of the ferry system depends on the

economic health of the communities it serves. And that
economic health depends on the affordability of ferry fares.

The ‘affordability spiral’ means that planned and continued
fare increases lead to continuing reductions in ridership,

and that the current provincial government short
term fix—to cut service —would have ‘minimal

impact’ on this. Service cuts would have to
be huge to achieve the province’s $18.9

million targeted savings; the result, says
the FACC, would be a ‘skeleton’ ferry
system. The spiral will continue.

Reversing ‘User Pay’
The ‘greater reliance on a user-pay

system’ set out in the 2003 Coastal Ferry
Act was removed in 2010, but its effect lives

on. Revenue projections for the current
performance term (to 2016) assume traffic

remains constant at 2013 levels; the FACC calls this
‘optimistic’. The proportion of revenue from fares continues to
rise. And the next performance term, starting in 2016, will use
these fares as the baseline. And unavoidable capital costs for
new vessels will then start to affect fares.
Underfunded Since 1983, ‘Privatized’

Since 2003
The FACC’s analysis of provincial government underfunding
went back to 1977. While the federal government contribution

Ferry crisis unnecessary says FACC

…if public
investment in the

coastal ferry system were
increased to a level

comparable to investment in
the rest of BC’s transportation

infrastructure, the ferry
system would not be

in crisis.

FACC, please turn to page 9



Denman Island was particularly well-dressed on
Saturday, October 26, for the Island’s first ever
Wearable Art

Fashion Show. Several
hundred people packed
the Community Hall for
an event that approached
the whole notion of
clothing with far more
creativity and meaning
than anything found on
the catwalks of Paris or
Milan.

The term ‘wearable
art’ refers to individually
designed handmade
clothing or jewelry that is
intended to be accepted
as a serious and unique
artistic creation or
statement. Pieces may be
sold and/or exhibited.

The show was part of the Denmans Creative Threads
Conspiracy, an annual fabric arts festival featuring three days of
workshops. Artists were encouraged to work with
a re-use/re-cycle/re-purpose theme.

These pieces in the show truly exemplified the
ways that wearable art is art—they were
incredibly well-crafted, aesthetically engaging,
and thought-provoking, offering reflections on
humanity, nature, culture and history, along with
delightful infusions of humour and playfulness.

For those of us who fret about the degree of
garbage in our world (and isn’t that most of us?),
there was something profound in seeing such
inspired art made of cast-off objects that
otherwise would fill our dumps and collect in our
oceans.

Who, cleaning out their wallet, could have
imagined the gorgeous and sophisticated bright
red flapper dress, created by designer Meredith
Murray out of expired Fabricland membership
cards, with matching fascinator? The cards
swung and shimmered as model Margaret Fraser
strutted her stuff, accessorized by a red feather
boa.

A similar approach but a totally different aesthetic showed
up in designer/model Riane da Silva's piece entitled In the After

Times. Used onion mesh bags, plastic shopping bags and other
odds and ends combine to create a neo-Victorian steam-punk

outfit, with a sexy corset, cascading skirt, and
multi-coloured, voluminous wig. The make-up
and performance had a decidely android feel,
suggesting intriguing questions just where
humanity is going.

A number of pieces made strong statements
about the safety of our oceans: in Oil Spill, Oil
Slick, by designer Kari Glass, model Susan-Marie
Yoshihara slithered along the runway in an all
black, ragged body envelope with an ominously
(and yet beautifully) shiny black octopus-like
headpiece.

Dangerous Débris, by Mary Jane Stewart, was
made entirely out of garbage from the shellfish
aquaculture industry, washed up on the shores of
Denman Island. As well as being undeniably
stylish, this outfit reflected growing concerns
about the environmental impacts of this fast-
growing industry.

Many pieces told stories, even recorded
history; for instance Sandy Kennedy's abundant Hall Flower,
which covered her from head to toe with giant colourful flowers,

all made out of old
decorating material—
tissue paper, fake apples,
shiny baubles —that she’d
found stashed in a
forgotten corner of the
Community Hall
cupboard. The ensemble
is Sandy's hommage to
the incredible decorations
that islanders have used
to transform the Hall over
the years.

There were gorgeous
outfits you might wear to
a special event, for
instance Isabel Fusey's
Bag Lady Raincoat, made
out of old shopping bags
(it looked a lot more chic
than it sounds!) or Jean

Cockburn’s gorgeous Shoreline, a multi-layered quilted and
embellished dress/robe/ceremonial ensemble.

And there were pieces not meant to be worn at all. Artist Jude

Kirk walked the catwalk carrying Celestial Dancer, a sculpture
of a dress, open in front, with a globe—planet earth—resting in
its belly. A reverent hush fell on the room, as we all contemplated
this artwork’s varied associations: the power of woman, implied
but invisible, holding the power of life in her belly; the earth
itself, beloved, as fragile as a child about to born; the insistence
on hope that accompanies impending birth...and much more.

Space doesn’t permit me to describe all the wonderful pieces,
nor the incredible performances of the models, many of whom
took modelling to the level of performance art. Under the guise
of a fashion show, we were invited to reconsider—no, more than
that, to celebrate—the value of discarded objects. The evening
was a testament to creativity, to a love of beauty so strong it
transforms garbage into art, even when despair might beckon.
This is just what the world needs! 0
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Save Our Shores townhall meeting on Gabriola
Snuneymuxw Chief calls for collaboration against big government’s oil and energy push
Mary Gillis

On October 17, the Agi Hall on Gabriola fairly burst at
the seams with people who’d come along for the
October 17 ‘Save the Salish Sea’ townhall, hosted by

Gabriola’s Save Our Shores (SOS) action group. Starting with a
formal prayer and welcome to Snuneymuxw land by Chief
Douglas White, the evening proved informative and upbeat,
despite the gravity of facts shared by the four presenters.   

Chief White who introduced himself as a
practising lawyer, head of his community and
family (son Pete was in the audience) set the tone
with eloquence and passion. ‘We’re here for our
children and for the children not born yet,’ he
said. 

Despite the ‘almost embarrassingly small’
Snuneymuxw land resources on Gabriola itself,
Chief White described his nation’s connections
with SOS and other conservationist action
groups as a different story: ‘This is a community
that cares very much for its island and its shores.’

Describing the federal government’s oil
pipeline and tanker issues as the single greatest
threat to the life of his people, Chief White
discussed the omnibus bills being pushed
through parliament, that includes the Canadian Environmental
Assessment Act ‘that will wash away the work of a generation
of Canadians – with almost no review by parliamentarians’.  

Similarly, the second omnibus bill includes the Canadian
Navigational Waters Protection Act where the word
‘Protection’ is deleted from the new name. [In this bill] ‘Not a
single body of water is protected in BC,’ he said. 

Chief White stressed, ‘despite his tremendous power, PM
Harper cannot unilaterally do away with the indigenous voice.’
Organisations like SOS and others involved in political action
may not be involved as a legal entity, in contrast, ‘the indigenous
voice, though frail politically… have treaty rights determined by
the Supreme Court of Canada from 1965 an enshrined
constitutional right.’ 

In other words, they have strengths, legally. Within
provincial jurisdiction, Chief White pointed to a case against
Saanichton Bay Marina (in which the opposition was
represented by Gabriolan lawyer Brenda Gartner and Louise
Mandel) where both provincial and federal governments had to

recognize that aboriginal fisheries included the waters, seabed
and the quality of the water.

‘If the government and big oil have their way, seven hundred-
odd tankers four times the size of the Exon Valdez tanker will
be going through our waters.’  He described the Kinder Morgan
proposed twin pipeline project bringing tar sands bitumen to
the coast, as ‘a steamroller coming right at us’.

Chief White said his work was ‘to kill this project’ which must
not happen in his community. He will be calling a meeting of
Coast Salish Sea First Nations chiefs to discuss unity on the
issue. Through such meetings and those with SOS and others
involved in the fight, ‘we will start to realize how we are all in
this together and the need to help each other’.

Four more speakers brought along videos and charts
providing detailed information: Alexandra Woodsworth of the
Georgia Strait Alliance, Eoin Maddern from the Wilderness
Committee, Islands Trust Chair Sheila Malcolmson, and
Gabriolan Maureen Wild from her summer trip to  the tar
sands.

Alexandra Woodsworth addressed herself mainly to the
proposed Kinder Morgan twin pipeline project from Edmonton
to Burnaby, in the context of other projects that posed a threat
to the Strait of Georgia ‘from the effects alone of having three
million people in its area’. 

Amongst many points Woodsworth made were: the current
work to increase the size of the Westridge Marine Terminal in

Burnaby on an unstable hilly site; the 60-years-age of the
existing pipeline and the ‘systematic starving’ by Kinder Morgan
(KM) of safety provisions; no public consultation on the impact
of converting crude oil to dilbit; lack of information on the
number of oil spills already suffered by KM; and the toxicity of,
for example, the 2007 spill and its long-term effects on a large
residential area of Burnaby.  

Eoin Maddern took the meeting into the global
areas of the ‘big oil’ debate and world-wide
perceptions of human rights violations in Canada,
including the effects of the federal Bill C38. People
in places like the UK and Ireland are aware of, for
example, the poisoning of the First Nations
peoples who live in and close to the tar sands. 

Maddern pointed to Washington and Oregon,
states that are fighting in law to shut down six
existing coal terminals on their coastlines. Laws
in BC are weaker than in these two states, so the
same corporations who lost the fight in the US are
now approaching the provincial government to
increase the number of terminals shipping coal
from our coastline. He described how the Port of
Metro Vancouver ‘shut the public out’ of

discussion and decisions on how it plans to ship coal to Texada
Island and back through the strait.  

Describing the shipping lanes along the Pacific as the busiest
waters in Canada, Sheila Malcolmson referred to the Islands
Trust’s stance on the issues. She referred participants to the list
of questions (available at http://www.islandstrust.bc.ca) sent
to the federal government in 2011 by the Trust – ‘we were the
first group to do this’ she said.

Final speaker, Maureen Wilde, brought a personal, spiritual
touch to the meeting with a slideshow of a 3,000 km trip she
made with a group of writers and educators along the Athabasca
River routes. Her descriptions of meetings with First Nations
people severely affected in the tar sands moved many
participants.

Despite limited time for questions and answers, discussion
was intelligent and lively. SOS plans other events throughout
the year to involve more people in learning about energy issues
not always seen in the public arena and how democratic action
can be taken. 0

Plenty To Choose Among
Shellfish industry débris must have
given Mary Jane Stewart plenty of
scope for her costume Dangerous
Débris. Eighty-five residents took part
on Denman’s 9th annual beach
cleanup in September. 

‘Approximately two tons (mostly
plastic) was collected and similar to
past years, we estimate that over 90%
is shellfish industry generated, with
much of it reusable,’ comments Edina
Johnston, spokesperson for event
organizer the Association for Denman
Island Marine Stewards (ADIMS).  

‘We’ve had many members of our
community ask, ‘Should we continue to
clean up after the shellfish industry? A
good question and one ADIMS has
considered many times. Media
coverage, meetings with and letters to
government and industry have not

produced the desired outcome. On a positive note, industry
now conducts their own annual cleanup on the Vancouver
Island side of Denman. Sadly, until the debris is stopped at
it’s source, it will just keep washing up onto our beaches,’ she
says.

The organization is currently touring the Gulf Island,
talking about expansion of the shellfish industry, see What’s
On? page 11 for details. 

Photo:  Laurie McBride

Deborah Ferens talks to the Save The Salish Sea meeting in Gabriola’s Agi Hall. 

Not just Hallowe’en ‐ Laura Busheikin
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bred out, making them among the ‘healthiest’ and ‘best’ foods
to include in your diet.  

Common herbs containing glycocides are the foxglove
(digitalis) and licorice. The former is not generally used to
flavour foods while the latter is frequently employed as a candy
and, ironically, to mask the flavour of bitter tasting medicines
for children.  

The last and largest of bitter flavoured phytochemicals are
collectively referred to as terpenoids and some 40,000 have
been identified; a nomenclature that increases by several
hundred a year. These represent most of the common
fragrances we associate with culinary and aromatic herbs.
Citronella, limonene, menthol, camphor and pinene to name
five. Cineole, for example, is found in such things as bay leaves,
rosemary, sage and cannabis. It has a fresh, penetrating,

almost oily fragrance with a bitter after note that complements
sweet meats like salmon, pork and chicken. Terpenoids
inform the primary flavours of chocolate, wines and tea.

Basil, marjoram and tarragon have alcohols and esters
(formed when an alcohol reacts with an acid) dissolved in their
oil which are far less bitter and impart a sweet flowery
fragrance that goes well with acid foods like tomatoes. Old
favourites like thyme, oregano and the mints are often used
raw in salad dressings or in pasta sauces. Curiously, they also
act as powerful antibiotic and anti-fungal agents. I find it even
more bizarre to contemplate the post lunch effectiveness of
say the anti-inflammatory effect of allspice, bay leaves, black
pepper, oregano, sage and thyme, and in one very recent
study: ‘the highest anti-inflammatory potential [of all] was
detected in chili pepper.’ Just a drop of poison on a regular
basis maybe what the doctor didn't order, but should. 

The very fact that a stinking weed originating in
Kazakhstan should have powerful antibiotic and anti-fungal
agents is in itself amazing. Then the observation and anecdotal
evidence suggesting that garlic may help reduce hypertension,
LDL cholesterol and improve your sex life is beyond reason.
Perhaps that is the key to the success of medicinal herbs and
fine cuisines: don’t ask why, just accept it and enjoy.

What is also paradoxical in our post modern age, is that
most fruits and vegetables have been bred, grown and

processed to remove most traces of bitterness by a food
industry that laces everything with sugar, salt, cayenne and
fat, thereby eliminating all the useful toxicity. So now anyone
wanting ‘real food’ has to chase around for obscure heritage
varieties and grow their own or buy from a local reputable
grower who does. 

Herbs are not classified as foods: therefore they can be
adulterated beyond recognition. Unless specifically cited as
organic, commercially grown herbs are frequently bathed in
pesticides and herbicides. Herbal pills and elixirs have been
so modified that any phytochemicals they once owned have
long been purged: you might as well drink a glass of shampoo,
that will at least make you bubble.

Paraphrasing Saul of Tarsus: ‘A little herb for thy stomach's
sake.’ Make friends with your local farmer or grow your own
herbs.  

Caramelized Garlic Plus
Make or buy some small tart shells and blind bake for 15
minutes or so until just golden.

Meanwhile: simmer 3-4 whole heads of garlic in water for
about 5 minutes. Drain, rinse in cold water and squeeze the
clean cloves out of the peel. Return to the saucepan with a dash
of olive oil and fry for a couple of minutes. Add a splash of your
favourite vinegar with a little water. Cook for 10 minutes, add
some sugar, chopped rosemary and thyme and return to
simmer until most of the water is evaporated and the mixture
turns gooey.

Remove the shells from the oven, cool and half fill each
shell with fresh chevre or similar cream cheese. Spoon the
garlic mix over the cheese. Beat an egg with a little heavy
cream, salt and pepper, then pour this over the garlic in the
shells. Liberally sprinkle more chopped rosemary and thyme
over the tarts and return to the oven to bake for ½ hour until
puffy and golden. 

Serve hot as an appetiser or for lunch, or serve cold with
spinach, walnut salad.   

Herbed Lentils
Put some lentils in a saucepan, add a pinch of sodium
bicarbonate, enough water to cover well and simmer for 15
minutes until cooked but still firm. Drain and return to the
pan. Chop a couple of cloves of garlic and add to the lentils
with a dash of olive oil. Stir fry for 2-3 minutes and stir in some
yogurt, salt, pepper and a pinch of cornstarch. Stir well and
simmer for 2 minutes until smooth and slightly thickened. 

Finely chop some fresh peppermint and cilantro. Stir into
the lentil mix and serve immediately over hot grilled pita
bread, rice and vegetables or as a cold side dish with a spicy
curry. 

Smothered Scallops
In a saucepan blend butter, white wine, a dash of flour, salt
and pepper into a smooth paste. Stirring continually, heat
gently to obtain a smooth roux. Add some scallops and
simmer for 5-6 minutes. Add a little whipping cream and lots
of chopped tarragon, dill, chives, chervil and parsley. Bring to
a simmer and serve hot with garlic toast. 0
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Afew thousand plant species possess an extraordinary
concentration of potent toxins which can make you ill
if you ingest too many but which also might help make

you healthier. 
According to the World Health Organization, 80% of the

world’s population rely on herbal medicines and $60 billion
are spent annually on herbal remedies. In the USA alone 68%
of the population take herbal dietary supplements not related
to cuisine.

Why do we eat toxic plants? Plants have developed a range
of bitter and sour-tasting phytochemicals as a defense strategy
to discourage animals but when mixed with other foods, those
self-same herbal toxins can vastly improve the flavour and
aroma of what lands on our plate. The Association for
Psychological Science comments that, ‘it’s possible that we
humans evolved a taste for these toxic compounds because
they help our bodies function better.’ Notice they said ‘function
better,’ not cure what ails you. 

Herbs have been used over the last few millennia for
medicinal purposes, food additives, fragrances and dyes.
Although this chemical cornucopia is vast and complex, there
is a tendency for related families of plants to have similar
chemical compositions. For our convenience these have been
clumped into three major groups: the alkaloids, the glycocides
and terpenoids. 

Some 12,000 alkaloids have been identified, many of which
occur in interchangeable relationships with each other in
leaves, shoots and seeds. They generally occur in small bitter
tasting flavour bites, but in a concentrated form are
exceedingly powerful: nicotine, atropine, morphine,
strychnine, quinine, mescaline, caffeine... you get the picture.
Besides the obvious, they are also found in buttercups,
tomatoes & potatoes, ergot fungus, beaver tails and some
toads: all of which we may consider as food. Tomatoes contain
the aptly named tomasine and lycopene which, after ingestion,
pass through our body gathering Low Density Lipid (LDL)
cholesterols as they go. A study published in July of this year
suggests that these two alkaloids also increase the level of High
Density Lipid (HDL) cholesterols, which when you reach my
age, becomes a mantra. Does that imply that my BLT
sandwich is fat neutral?

Many of these alkaloids act directly on the nervous system,
either waking us up or putting us to sleep and it may be fair to
say that most high alkaloid plants do not form part of our
average diet. Caffeine of course, is found in moderate
quantities in coffee, tea and chocolate. It is also a constituent
in the Brazilian herb mate, as well as a host of processed foods.

Glycocides are another large group of toxins so powerful
they are bound up with sugar to render them safe to the plant.
Only when they are ingested do they become active and bitter.
One group, the cyanogenic glycocides, read like a Sherlock
Holmes story. The parent plant sugar-coats one or more very
toxic cyanides to render them neutral and stores them in seeds.
If those seeds are eaten, hydrogen cyanide is released. They
are found in the seeds of apples, plums, peaches and apricots,
as well as rose leaves, cassava and sorghum root. ‘The apple
did it!’ 

The question returns: how dangerous are they, and how
much is too much? 

Although the fruits of these plants are very common foods,
the cyanogenic glycocides are found mostly in the seeds which
few people ingest, and the cultivation of modern varieties has
led to larger juicier fruit with reduced flavour and reduced
toxins. As above, a very low dose once in a while is relatively
harmless and possibly beneficial, but people have been made
very ill by eating a bowl of crushed peach stones. Why would
anyone do that? Wild almonds are very bitter and dangerous.
Domestic almonds, however, have had virtually all the toxin

This ad costs 
1⁄ 2 a penny

per copy.

18,000 copies every edition

Call Christa: 250.216.2267

A Short History Of Medicine
2000 BCE - ‘Here, take this herb’

1000 CE - ‘That’s heathen, say this prayer’
1850 CE - ‘That’s superstitious, drink this potion’

1900 CE - ‘That potion is snake oil, swallow this pill’
1985 CE - ‘That pill is totally useless, take this antibiotic’

2013 CE - ‘That antibiotic is an ecocide, here, try this herb’
—Anon

Good Food by Brian Crumblehulme

Herbal Paradox

Photo: DEREK HOLZAPFEL

Pink-Tipped Anemones

The Pender Islands Conservancy is seeking conservation partners to help 
protect Brooks Point, an ecological gem, for future generations.

Visit us at at brookspoint.org and enjoy PICA's
new video, For Future Generations.



has consistently had annual increases based on the Consumer
Price Index, the provincial government contribution, since
1983, has not. 

The result is that BC Ferries has experienced growing debt,
from both operating and capital costs, essentially equivalent
to the cumulative shortfall in the provincial government
contribution. If the provincial government contribution had
continued to be indexed to the CPI, then BC Ferries’
cumulative debt up to 1998 would have been covered. 

When the ferry corporation was ‘privatized’ in 2003, the
costs of renewing the fleet and terminals were transferred
from the provincial government to ferry-users, and the ferry
system has continued to accumulate debt. The ferry system,
and its users, cannot afford more. Hence the crisis.

Treating Coastal Ferries Like The Rest
The FACC makes a strong case for treating the financing of
coastal ferries like the rest of the province’s transportation
systems. The FACC: ‘If there were no distinction, and the
government were to have pegged its funding on an analysis
of benefits to British Columbia of affordable ferry service, and
if it were to have indexed its annual funding to inflation, there
would be no shortfall, no ferry crisis.’

The FACC challenges the provincial government to provide
a clear rationale for the distinction.

By way of an experiment, the FACC also proposes some
‘traffic stimulus’ pilot plans with various combinations of fare
rollbacks, and challenges the government to try them out.

No ‘Silver Bullet’; A Vision Is Required
Ferries cost what they cost, says the FACC. ‘The provincial

government gets good value for its money with coastal ferries.
This is confirmed by numerous reviews that describe the
company as well managed.’ There is no ‘silver bullet’ that will
minimize the expense of coastal ferry service, says the FACC.

The FACC debunks much that has been said about
‘capacity utilization’, pointing out that low figures on minor
routes are often inherent in either the route or schedule
patterns, seasonality, or the lack of suitability of the ferries that
have been assigned.

But the most significant factor, the FACC points out, is that
the higher comparative utilization factors recorded for major
routes fail to take into account the unused capacity on ferries
that lie idle during the week and in the off-season. On the
major routes, it is much easier to match the capacity
demanded with the ferries to be assigned.

Finally, the FACC criticizes the provincial government for
its ‘narrow focus’ of its quest for a ferry vision. Once again, it
emphasizes the need for a vision for coastal communities as
an absolute prerequisite for determining their ferry service
needs. ‘The starting point for a vision is clear: ferries are
supposed to serve
communities.’ 

The FACC represents 13
coastal ferry advisory
committees, with more than
100 volunteer members
from communities served by
22 minor, northern, and
Sunshine Coast routes. 0

October 31, marked one year since the release of the final
report of the Cohen Commission into the alarming decline of
Fraser River Sockeye populations, and despite the report’s
strong recommendations, the future of the wild salmon of BC
is looking more uncertain than ever. 

Led by Justice Bruce Cohen, this 3-year inquiry included
testimony from scientists, First Nations, and the public in
developing a landmark three-volume report of more than
1,000 pages, at a cost of over $26 million. 

The report presented 75 policy recommendations for
combating the multiple threats to the survival of British
Columbia’s wild salmon. One year later, almost none of these
recommendations have been implemented. 

On March 19, Elizabeth May, MP for Saanich—Gulf Islands
and Leader of the Green Party of Canada, called on then-
Minister of Fisheries and Oceans Keith Ashfield to act on the
report recommendations, and urged the Harper
Conservatives to ‘start protecting wild salmon instead of

hurrying them along a path to extinction.’ 
Seven months later, current Fisheries Minister Gail Shea

has yet to respond to the report, or even acknowledge having
received it—an oversight that May calls ‘shocking’. ‘There is a
long-standing parliamentary tradition that Ministers
acknowledge receipt of a report and thank the Commissioner,’
said the Green Party Leader, ‘The fact that this Government
continues to completely ignore the results of the Cohen
Commission is frankly appalling, particularly in light of its
enormous cost to taxpayers. Minister Shea must act to protect
wild salmon before it’s too late.’

The Commission found that temperature increases in the
Fraser River, likely as a result of climate change, were having
a significant negative effect on the river’s Sockeye salmon
stocks. The report also emphasized the need for far more
stringent monitoring of local salmon farming operations, and
recommended that fish farms be removed from Sockeye
migratory areas. 0

FACC from page 6
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On Time & On Budget
• Foreshore Applications

• Docks • Moorings 

• Ramps • Pile Driving

Ross Walker
250-537-9710

www.islandmarine.ca

Technical services for

Water Wells
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Hy-Geo 
Consulting

(250) 658-1701
information@hy-geo.com

www.hy-geo.com

Dave’s Drilling
& Blasting

Dave 250-537-7481
Callum 250-538-8640
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behind our work, 

we stand behind a tree.”

NEXT DEADLINE Nov 13 

250.216.2267  *
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250-537-8456

www.drillwell.com          
drill@drillwell.com Near Sidney, Saanich,
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DOCK
CHAINS

READY FOR
WINTER?

Chris West 
Dive Services

250-888-7199/250-538-1667
cdwest@telus.net

BW 9

MEETINGS
School District #64 (Gulf Islands).  
A regular meeting of the Boar d 
of School Trustees will be held  
at Galiano C ommunity School, on
Wednesday, Nov 13, 2013
commencing at 1pm.  Agenda:
http://sd64.bc.ca/district/school-
board-meetings. Public Welcome!  

BURIAL GROUND from page 2
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WELL WATER
SAFE TO DRINK?
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taste. Be safe, test annually.

fax: 250-656-0443     Website: www.mblabs.com
Email: mblabs@pacificcoast.net
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250-656-1334

profile burial site fiascos. The destruction of the
burial site at Poets Cove on Pender in 2006 led
to the first fines for altering without a permit,
but still resulted in what was called ‘one of the
worst desecrations of an aboriginal burial
ground by development in the recent history of
Canada,’ according to Robert Morales, chief
negotiator for the Hul’qumi’num Treaty
Group. 

A year later, the Snuneymuxw First Nation
were faced with the destruction of the
Departure Bay burial site. The site wasn’t
issued a stop-order until 80 individuals had
been dug up and the premier was directly
lobbied. The province eventually withdrew the
permit and protected the site directly by
providing the funds to buy it for $2.5 million. 

Commentary
Such effort required to preserve First Nation
heritage places in British Columbia is
worrying. Does the provincial government
expect First Nation communities to blockade
roads, lobby the Premiers office, and launch
social media campaigns every time to
preserve each heritage site from
development?  

McLay explains that it is a chronic lack of
political will and investment to uphold the
principles of the provincial Heritage
Conservation Act over the past decade that
has led to this crisis. The dismantling of the
BC Heritage Trust in 2003 led to the current
absence of any role for government to publicly
invest in provincial heritage site conservation,
research, education or heritage site
stewardship across the province.

Despite strong legislation, the Archaeology
Branch’s narrow interpretation of the Act has

had the effect of aiding development of
archaeological sites rather than conserving
them. The lack of any provincial policy or
guidelines on decision making over the
issuance of alteration permits is of key concern
and has led to what McLay calls a ‘morally-
bankrupt’ system—‘they have no principles,
policies, or ethics to responsibly ground a
decision to ever say ‘no’ to development. Site
preservation is always an ad hoc political
decision, often made after-the-fact of
development.’ 

When designated ancient burial sites and
National Historic Sites are greenlighted for
development then our provincial heritage law
is rendered meaningless—which means
Pioneer Square Cemetery might not be far
behind.

What is needed for reform, he suggests, is
to reinvest again in provincial heritage
conservation and move beyond existing
narrow bureaucratic thinking and implement
new mechanisms other than ‘permits’ to
regulate. For instance, a provincial heritage
legacy fund to help negotiate the purchase of
archaeological sites in conflict with
development, or an independent provincial
heritage advisory board to study, provide
advice, and report on current provincial
heritage issues. Otherwise, McLay cautions the
status quo will continue where ‘no first nations
archaeological site is safe from the wrecking
ball.’ 

September’s Reconciliation Week might
have started to build some public awareness of
the extent and depth of systemic
discrimination of First Nations peoples, but
there is a long way to go.  0

1st anniversary of Cohen Commission Report, future
still bleak for salmon
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UNITING ISLANDS BIG AND SMALL

If you receive Island Tides in your mailbox, pick
it up at a yellow box or rack located from Victoria

to Campbell River, or read online, you can show
your support with a voluntary subscription of 

$30 (includes gst) or an amount of your choice. 

Voluntary Subscriptions help 
keep all this great news coming!

Your repeat subscriptions are making
a difference! Our especial thanks to 

readers who renew—our 2014
voluntary subscriptions are coming up! 

Please mail subscriptions to: 
Box 55, Pender Island, BC V0N 2M0

Or call 1.250.216.2267 with your VISA/MC

We have a fun opportunity for
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subscribers:
‘double your
sub’ to $60,
and ask for
your very own
Island Tides
T–shirt! (S, M,
L or X-L)

BUT WAIT! THERE’S MORE!

YOU ARE PART OF THE GOOD NEWS

LETTERS from page 4
unfortunate that they aren’t up on what’s being proposed by
those working and wishing to renew the Riverview campus.
Institutionalized care in a 300-bed hospital, as Gulray and
Morrow suggest, isn’t part of this.

‘We need to address the lack of affordable, safe, and
supportive housing options in our province,’ they say. 

Well, the 244 acres of Riverview could support this. Existing
cottages are now home to a few remaining psychiatric-care
residents, and more such comfortable, attractive homes could
be built. Also, the big old buildings, with their structurally
sound concrete cores, could be remodelled into nice
apartments for many more people requiring permanent
homes.

‘Many British Columbians with mental illness or substance-
abuse problems ... can be found on the street, under bridges,
and in shelters —which are not homes.’

Many of these homeless people are far from their families
and home communities or are estranged entirely. Providing
pleasant housing in the Riverview oasis would be more
compassionate that putting them into bleak suburban group
homes midst wary neighbours.

‘A longer-term goal would be to invest in building a variety
of housing options across the province with varying levels of
mental health treatment and supports. This would allow people
at all stages of recovery to live in, and contribute to, their
communities.’

Yes, for patients with home communities to return to, such
housing options should be available. For others, who are
alienated from their original families and supports, why not
Coquitlam? Why not the Riverview site, with a variety of long-
term housing options.

The Riverview lands are capacious enough, with potential
galore, to offer various levels of treatments and supports. With
a dedicated hospital on the grounds—perhaps the 85-bed one
planned a few years ago—help would be at hand when needed.

‘We also need to ensure that there are places that people
experiencing distress from mental illness can go, to receive care,
where they can’t be turned away.’

Exactly. Cottages and apartments to settle those in need
midst a beautiful, green setting—quarter-way housing, not half-
way into cold neighbourhoods—with an acute care hospital
available 24/7.

Gulray and Morrow prescribe ‘an institutional setting to care
for people who have severe symptoms now.’ Then, when
patients leave facilities, ‘there are places for them to live and
experience recovery.’

Not only could Riverview provide all these things for a
sizeable number of people requiring psychiatric care integrated
into their home lives, but the surrounding Tri-Cities very much
want them to be there and to integrate into the larger
community. No NIMBYism or cold shoulders there. Further, the
grounds of Riverview are open to all, and the public visiting the
arboretum and gardens would easily be part of the Riverview
community.

It is further proposed that some of the buildings be
refurbished to accommodate psychiatric education, training,
and research, to become part of a world-leading centre for
enlightened, integrated care.

Had Gulray and Morrow known these things about all that
Riverview might be, rather than invoking old-think, turn-back-
the-clock institutionalization of acute-care patients, they’d
surely have written a piece advocating its preservation and
expansion, not continued abandonment so it can be sold for a
song to developers for market housing.

This latter may well happen, and if so, it will be a travesty

and utter waste of marvellous, unrealized potential. The old
Riverview is closed and done. This break from the past allows
for the new Riverview to come into being. It’s a jewel of a site
that’s far too good for anything but a compassionate, diverse
care community for mental-health treatment and healing.

Brenda Guiled, Salt Spring Island 

Trans Mountain Pipeline Spills
Dear Editor:
I am told by some that Kinder Morgan  pipeline observers are
‘playing into the hands’ of the Kinder ‘twinning’ proposal, by
proving why the current 61-year-old pipe, is unsafe and should
be shut down now. I am also told, by some, that shutting down
the 61-year-old Trans Mountain pipe, will lead to the use of
trains 0f 100-tankcar from Edmonton to Vancouver.

Both are sheer nonsense and propaganda, because 1) the
Canadian environmentalists, and the Canadian public, will
soon demand, and get, double hulls for bitumen in Canada
and much shorter trains through their towns, and 2) the
gasoline market is extremely price sensitive, and in fact,
gasoline has come to Vancouver from the US at certain times
in the past. There are five Washington State oil refineries
versus the one in BC,  now being starved by Kinder in the rush
to profit from the Chinese trade.

So if the 61-year-old Trans Mountain Pipeline were shut
down by the NEB, the US could already more safely supply us
with what gasoline we need in Vancouver, over the next 5-8
years until renewable energy is prevalent. This would provide
us with less environmentally-destructive gasoline, much safer
than our own under-regulated trains or the corroded and
disintegrating Trans Mountain death pipe.

I, Kinder Morgan, and the National Energy Board, found
out this summer that our wet mountain snows have now
completely destroyed the old tar coating on the 61-year-old
Trans Mountain pipe, making it impossible to run a current
through it to protect it from electrolysis. The 1954 vintage steel
is also seeing extensive ‘stress corrosion cracking’. When the

pipe is dug up now at a ‘thinning’ site, where 100s of ‘sleeves’
used to do the trick, corrosion is so severe that there is
suddenly the need to replace long sections of the pipe. This
means the pipe’s life is over.

An NEB report now says that 5005 cubic metres of
contaminated soil were trucked to Richmond from the
Coquihalla Canyon spill site. (See Island Tides, Aug 1, and
September 12, 2013.) 

David Ellis, Vancouver 0

The Islands Trust Council will hold its next quarterly business
meeting December 3-5, 2013 in Victoria, and invites members
of the public to participate and observe.

The 26-member Council makes decisions about overall
policy and financial management for the Islands Trust and has
broad responsibilities to uphold the Islands Trust mandate to
preserve and protect the islands. Islands Trust Council does not
make local land use decisions, which are the responsibility of
the local trustees within their respective local trust areas. Trust
Council invites members of the public to participate in a town
hall session, a regular forum to promote dialogue between
islanders and trustees, starting at 1pm on Wednesday,
December 4. The public is invited to discuss issues, ask
questions and make suggestions about the work of the Islands
Trust Council. Persons or organizations wishing to reserve time
to make a formal delegation to the Islands Trust Council must
receive an appointment through the Executive Committee. 

Trust Council Sessions
Economic Sustainability – This session will provide a
unique opportunity for regional district electoral area directors,
who have responsibility for economic development in the Trust
Area, to share effective, appropriate and sustainable economic
development models that relate to island communities.

Invasive Species – Rachelle McElroy of the Coastal

Invasive Species Committee will present on invasive species
issues in the islands, focusing on high-priority invasive plants
and strategies for management.

Strategic Plan Review – Trust Council will review its
strategic plan for the 2011-2014 term and identify any new
initiatives that should be considered as it develops its next
annual budget.

2014-2015 Draft Budget – This session will provide an
overview of the Islands Trust budget process, the base budget,
potential new programs and revenue requirements, and will
prepare trustees for decisions regarding the 2014-2015 budget
that they will make at the March 2014 Trust Council meeting.

Bylaw Enforcement Best Practices– Staff will provide
an overview of how local trust committees are served by the
bylaw enforcement office including communication and policy
development, how the Bylaw Enforcement Notification System
(BENS) works .and answer questions.

The Islands Trust Area, home to more than 25,000 people,
covers the islands and waters between the British Columbia
mainland and southern Vancouver Island, including Howe
Sound and as far north as Comox. The Islands Trust is
responsible for preserving and protecting the unique
environment of the Islands Trust Area through planning and
regulating land use, development management, education,
cooperation with other agencies, and land conservation. 0

Trust Council meets in Victoria

Victoria 
(250) 412-1110 

Burnaby 
(604) 630-1114 

Courtenay 
(250) 339-6914 
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Your Total 
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Gulf Islands Water Treatment 

Bacteria, Arsenic, Turbidity, Tannins-TOC, Hardness, much more! 
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~ Rainwater Harvesting
~ Water treatment for wells,

surface supplies & seawater
~ Filtration & Disinfection
~ Slow sand filtration
~ Small systems Health

Authority approvals

Butler Gravel &
Concrete…Better

from the ground up!

Reliable Service, Quality Products
& Competitive Prices
Serving All The Gulf Islands

Phone 250-652-4484
Fax 250-652-4486
6700 Butler Crescent, Saanichton, B.C.

www.islandtides.com



Tuesdays to Sundays, thru December 22
Artisans Holiday Gift Gallery is now open with 47 Artisans and a

stunning selection of accessible art—give a
gift that reflects the creativity of Peninsula
artists! • At Tulista Community Arts Centre,
Fifth & Weiler • 10am-4pm •  Free admission
& free parking • Info: www.cacsp.com, 250-
656-7400 •  SIDNEY

Mon to Sat, Nov 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 & 9
Coming soon to a beach near you?—Denman Island group
warns of the unregulated expansion of the shellfish industry in a 6-
island tour sponsored by the Gulf Islands Alliance • MON NOV 4:
GABRIOLA, Community Hall, 7:30pm; TUES NOV 5: THETIS,
Community Centre, 7pm; WED NOV 6: SALT SPRING, Lions Hall, 7pm;
THURS, NOV 7: GALIANO, Community Hall, 7:30pm; FRI NOV 8:
MAYNE, Church House, 2pm; SAT NOV 9: PENDER, Community Hall,
2pm • GABRIOLA, THETIS, SALT SPRING, GALIANO, MAYNE,
PENDER

Thursday, November 7
SOS—Save Our Salish Seas Emergency Meeting—to discuss
protest action plan for Kinder Morgan pipeline/tankers issue, Share
your ideas, create your world • Multipurpose Room, GISS, Ganges
• 5pm • SALT SPRING

Saturday–Monday, November 9-11
Remembrance Day Weekend Family Fun Swims—enjoy the
wavepool, waterslide, diving boards, pirate ship, toddler pool,
swirlpool, steam room and family changerooms. • Saanich
Commonwealth Place 4636 Elk Lake Drive (right off Pat Bay Hwy at
Royal Oak exit) • Sat: 1-4pm, 6:30-8:30pm; Sun: 1-4pm, 6-8pm;
Mon: 10-noon, 1-4pm • Info: 24-hour Swim Info-line 250-475-7620
• IN SAANICH

Sunday, November 10
Pianist Ian Parker with

the Borealis String
Quartet • School
Auditorium • PLEASE
NOTE: CORRECTED
TIME IS 3pm •
Tickets: $25 @
Talisman, Southridge

and at the door • Info:
250.629.3360 • PENDER

Tuesday, November 12
Clayoquot Conversations: The Legacy And Future Of
Clayoquot Sound—a 20th anniversary panel discussion with
Elizabeth May, First Nations leaders, veteran environmentalists, and
the Clayoquot Sound Conservation Alliance • Alix Goolden Hall •
7:30pm • Admission by donation • info: facebook or
info@clayoquotconservation.org • VICTORIA

Wednesday, November 13
‘Beyond Brittleness: Making Canada a Resilient Energy

Superpower’—Thomas Homer-Dixon talks
about how to wind down carbon-intensive
resource extraction and how to get to a more
resilient economy • Mary Winspear Centre •
7:30pm • Admission by donation • Gulf
Islanders seeking billets, contact Teri
250.920.9439, 1.877.223.5858 • Info:
sgigreenparty.ca • SIDNEY

Friday, November 15 thru Saturday, December 28
Comox Valley Art Gallery 39th Annual Christmas Craft Fair—

original design pottery, jewellery,
ornaments, glass work, woodwork,
fabric art, paintings, prints, cards,
specialty foods, stocking stuffers &
more; something for everyone and
every budget! • CVAG Gift Shop, 580
Duncan Avenue • Special Discounts on

Opening Day, Friday Nov 15: Day • Open Mon thru Sat, 10am-
5pm, Nov 22 late night shopping: 10am-9pm, also open Sunday,
December 15 & 22 • Info: 250.338.6211,
www.comoxvalleyartgallery.com • COURTENAY

Friday, Saturday & Sunday, November 15, 16 & 17
Solstice Theater presents 37 Postcards—
a comedy by Michael McKeever • Pender
Island Community Hall • FRI: 7:30pm;  SAT:
7:30pm;  SUN:  matinée 2pm • Tickets:
Adults $15, Students $10 at Southridge
Store & Talisman Books • PENDER

Saturday, November 23
Yuletide Gift Faire—wonderful gifts, crafts and food. Concession
and lunch will be offered by renowned chef Pierre Delacôte • 10am-
4pm • Community Hall • Admission by donation, proceeds go to
the Hall • PENDER

Saturday, November 30
Gabriola Agricultural Association Christmas Market—36
vendors with food, crafts and more; raffle basket of items donated
by the vendors • Gabriola Community Hall •  10am–5pm •Info:
250-247-8216 • GABRIOLA

What’s On?

www.islandtides.com

Visibility For Your Event!
40,000 Readers

A Bargain!
Single-venue (50 words): $33.60, $39.90 w/image 

Multi-venue (70 words): $44.10, $50.40 w/image

Payment with order by Visa or MasterCard, please

Independent 
Dental Hygiene 
in a relaxed setting

Registered Dental Hygienists 
offering: 
• scaling  •  root planing 
• polishing  •  whitening 
• other services

Celebrating 11 years of service in beautiful Sidney-by-the-Sea

250-655-4884

10% Off Selected Homes!

You’ll be right at home!

1.888.296.8059 
www.wintonhomes.ca

BUY | RAISE | MOVE | LEVEL

RAISE Increase Square Footage
MOVE Subdivide Your Lot!
LEVEL Repair Foundation Issues

www.nickelbros.com
1-866-320-2268 

BUY RECYCLED HOMES
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Autumn’s tiny glories.

Residents of Vancouver Island are being invited to help
shape the future of health care as Island Health (formerly
Vancouver Island Health Authority) launches an
extensive engagement process to renew its five-year
strategic plan.

‘We are embarking on a journey to fundamentally
change and transform our approach to the health and
care needs of our population,’ said Dr Brendan Carr,
President and CEO of Island Health. ‘We need to put
more energy into improving and enhancing both the
physical and mental health of our population, focus on
health promotion and disease prevention, make the most
of evolving technology and ensure that we always make
the best use of our resources.’

‘Island Health 2018’, the new strategic plan, will serve
as a road map for what the organization hopes to achieve
over the next five years, says VIHA. Input from Island
residents will help Island Health refine its direction and
influence the new strategic plan. ‘We are consulting

extensively throughout the month of November,’ said Dr
Carr. ‘The discussions will include our staff and clinicians,
local governments, community groups and members of
the public whose input will help guide decisions on how
health care is developed and delivered across our region.’

‘Over the past year, Island Health has analyzed and
assessed environmental, population and service trends
and forecasts. Through that process, some strategic
themes emerged which were tested and refined with staff
focus groups over the summer. These themes will lay the
groundwork for discussion at the upcoming staff and
community consultations,’ Carr concludes.’

Following the staff and public consultations in
November, the plan will be finalized in February 2014
and will go to the Island Health Board for approval in
March. 

Visit: www.viha.ca/about_viha/strategic_plan/. 0

Consulting in November says Island Health

Former Gabriola ferry committee member Andre Lemieux is
definitely thinking ‘out of the box’.

Inspired by BC Ferries’ financial problems, he proposes that
the ferry corporation sell all three of Nanaimo’s ferry terminals
(Departure Bay, Duke Point, and the downtown terminal that
serves the Gabriola ferry) and build a new terminal on Valdes
Island. It would be connected to Nanaimo by a seies of bridges
from Vancouver Island to Mudge Island, Mudge Island to
Gabriola Island, and Gabriola Island to Valdes Island.

And on the other side of the Strait of Georgia, he suggests
that BC Ferries’ Tsawwassen terminal be sold to Kinder
Morgan as a tanker loading facility from their proposed Trans-
Mountain twin pipeline. This might allow use of larger tankers
than at present, since they would no longer be restricted by the
need to navigate through narrow and shallow Second Narrows.

He proposes that a new ferry terminal be built at Iona
Island, site of the current Vancouver sewage outlet but
convenient to Vancouver Airport (YVR).

Lemieux said these changes would both improve service and
reduce costs for BC Ferries.

These suggestions initiated furious discussions on
Vancouver Island, which emboldened Nanaimo Mayor John
Ruttan to propose that BC Ferries close the Swartz Bay terminal
and travellers to the mainland go via Nanaimo instead. 0

Major ferry terminal
switcheroo proposed

Round And Round In Circles
Speech from the Throne, October 16, 2013:
‘Our Government will balance the budget by 2015. And it will go further. Our
Government will enshrine in law its successful and prudent approach. Our
Government will introduce balanced-budget legislation. It will require
balanced budgets during normal economic times…’
Mr Rathgeber( Edmonton-St Albert, AB), October 22: 

‘Mr  Speaker, last week’s Speech from the Throne made a vague reference
to balanced budgets and reducing the cost of government. It stated that the
government will introduce balanced budget legislation, but only during
normal economic times. 

‘My questions are for the Minister of Finance. Does the government intend
to pass balanced budget legislation or merely to introduce it? Who gets to
define normal economic times…? If it is him, Canadians would like to know
what those definitions would look like.’
Mr Flaherty Minister of Finance: 

‘Mr Speaker, the first question was whether the government intends to
introduce balanced budget legislation and the answer is yes. The other
question was to the effect of what it would mean. Normal times are times
when the government is not in deficit.’ 0

VANCOUVER ISLAND & ALL THE GULF ISLANDS
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Lift off!   A flock of seagulls and cormorants take to the air near Swartz Bay.

www.islandtides.com

Roasting Fancy Coffee
for mail orders since 1982

from Thetis Island to you
www.potofgoldcoffee.com

FOR SALE 
In Belize 

510ft seafront
w/acreage

U.S.$88,500
• Overlooking Cayes on 

secluded bay w/ beach
• Access by boat only
• Mostly low level 

tropical jungle
• Southern Toledo District 

3.7 mi. to Punta Gorda

Call Wendy: 
1-226-499-0392 or
cwmconsulting77@gmail.com

The Simple 
High-Performance 
Septic System
Eljen GSF…Your Affordable  
Solution for  Today’s 
Wastewater Challenges!

eljen.com
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 Fountains & Watergardens 
 Well Pumps & Water Systems 
 Waste Water Pumps & Controls 
 Water Treatment & Filtration 

 Swimming Pools & Spas 
 Rainwater Harvesting

 Landscape Lighting
Irrigation

www.vanislewater.com
461 Dupplin Road  Victoria B.C.   250-383-7145

stem Experts The Water Sy
Since 1972

The federal government’s announcement of CETA, the Canada-
Europe Trade Agreement took the form of a ‘Summary of the
Negotiated Outcomes’, tabled in the House of Commons on
October 29. Prime Minister Harper is quoted as saying, ‘The
agreement in principle with the EU is a milestone towards the
biggest, most ambitious trade agreement in Canadian history.’’ 

The actual wording of the ‘agreement in principle,’ used in
his televised signing with Jose Manuel Barroso, President of the
European Commission, has not been made available by the
government. It appears that much work on the ‘fine print’ may
be needed before an actual treaty can be signed.

The ‘summary’ reads like a promotional brochure, with a
shortage of detail, particularly in the key area of dispute
settlement. Yet the Prime Minister characterized the document
as ‘yet another example of the openness that has characterized
this entire process.’ (This may be an all-too-accurate

description.)
The announcement claims

that CETA will ‘boost
Canada’s income by $12
billion annually’, said to be
equivalent to creating almost
80,000 new jobs. (However,
Canada’s 2012 exports to
Europe were $545 billion, so
the significance of this may be
overestimated.) Merchandise
exports from BC to the EU
have ranged from $1.7 billion

to $2.4 billion over the last five years.
In any case, it appears that CETA will take some time to

‘come into force’, since it must be ratified by all EU member
governments. Some provisions will be phased in; CETA will be
‘fully implemented’ at some later date.

Chapter 11 Again?
The document tabled in Parliament leaves many questions
unanswered; in fact it contains very few specifics. It does appear
that the investor-state dispute settlement procedure will be
similar to NAFTA’s Chapter 11, conducted by ‘independent
arbitrators’ outside the legal systems of the nations involved. 

The summary does, however, say that the arbitration process
will allow ‘greater public participation, including making
submissions to the arbitral panel public and, except in certain
limited cases, opening hearings to anyone who is interested’.
This provision for expanded participation in the arbitration
process appears to be new and is unexplained.

Government Procurement
Another area of interest is government procurement rules.
According to the summary, ‘CETA also builds in protections
that will ensure that Canada’s municipalities, provinces,
territories and federal government can continue to regulate in
the public interest’; exceptions quoted are for ‘cultural
industries, aboriginal businesses, defence, research and
development, financial services, services in the fields of
recreation, sport and education, as well as social and health-
care services’.

Also, ‘the Agreement applies only to high-value procurement

contracts in order to ensure that governments can continue to
use procurement to support local development, especially small
and medium-sized enterprises.’

Other Areas
CETA ‘echoes’ the recent Copyright Modernization Act . It
‘brings Canada into line with the World Intellectual Property
Organization Internet Treaties. Other topics covered by the
summary include state-to-state dispute settlement provisions,
and a ‘commitment to ensure that national laws and policies
provide protection for the fundamental principles and rights at
work, including the right to freedom of association and
collective bargaining, the abolition of child labour, the
elimination of forced or compulsory labour, and the elimination
of discrimination.’

CETA also creates a ‘forum for civil society organizations to
discuss the sustainable development aspects of trade relations
between Canada and the EU, which can help to inform the work
of CETA’s committee on trade and sustainable development.’ 

Further, ‘In CETA, Canada and the EU have committed to
seeking high levels of environmental protection, enforcing
environmental laws and not waiving or derogating from these
laws in order to promote trade or attract investment. CETA
recognizes the importance of managing forests, fisheries and
aquaculture in a sustainable way and also includes
commitments to cooperate on trade-related environmental
issues of common interest, such as impact assessments, climate
change and conservation, and sustainable use of natural
resources.’ 0

CETA announcement vague, lacks detail - Patrick Brown
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